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1. Introduction  
 
As with  many works in mathematics, the origin of this article lies in a discussion with a colleague 
about a classroom question. In Figure 1, two circles are illustrated, centered at 1C and 2C . The two 
circles have only one point of intersection I ; that point I being the point of tangency between the 
two circles; they two circles being externally tangential. The two circles have three tangents or 
tangent lines in common. These are the two congruent tangents 21TT and 1T  2T  , as well as their third 
common tangent which is the line perpendicular to 21CC at I ; and which passes through the 
midpoint M of the line segment 21TT . The aforementioned subject of discussion, was simply the 
calculation of the length 21TT  of the tangent 21TT , in terms of the two radii 11 RIC  and 22 RIC  . 
This, as it turns out, is a simple matter, and the answer (as we will see below) is 212 RR . This then 
led to a number theoretic exploration by this author, which resulted in this work. If we look at Figure 
1, we can identify sixteen right triangles, which are listed in Section 2. 
 
Now, consider the case when the two radii 1R and 2R are integers. In Section 6, we give the precise 
conditions the radii 1R and 2R must satisfy in order that all the sixteen right triangles ( listed in 
Section 2) are actually Pythagorean. In Section 3, we offer some immediate geometric observations 
from Figure 1, and in Section 4 we compute the side lengths of these Pythagorean triangles. 
In Section 5, we state three results form number theory ( we offer a proof for Result 3) ; including the 
well known parametric formulas which describe the entire family of Pythagorean triples ( Result 1). 
In Section 7, we list the sidelengths of the 16 Pythagorean triangles and in Section 8 we present a 
numerical example. Finally, in Section 9, we explain why the diagonal lengths 211 TCd  and 
122 TCd  ; are always irrational numbers , when the 16 right triangles are Pythagorean, this 
immediately follows form well known existing number theory results.  
 
Notation:  1)  If X and Y are two points on the plane, we will denote by XY the straight line 
segment joining the two points, and by XY the length of the line segment XY . 
 
2) We will denote by XY the full straight line that goes through the two points X and Y ; and by 
YX , the half-line or ray which emanates from Y ( or whose vertex is the point Y ),and which only 
contains those points on ( of the full line XY ) which lie on the side of (the point Y ) which contains 
X . 
 
3) If ZYX ,,  are three points on the plane we will denote by XYZ the angle formed by the rays 
YX and YZ . 
 
4) If a and b are natural numbers (or positive integers),  ba,gcd will denote the greatest common 
divisor of a and b . 
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Figure 1 
 
90 , 1111 RICTC  , 2222 RTCIC   and 21 RR   
 
Also, from the right triangle 21ITT , since M is the midpoint of 21TT ; we have  
2
21
21
TT
MTMTIM 
 
 
 
2. The sixteen right triangles 
  
These are (from Figure 1) :  
The two congruent right triangles 111 CMT  and IMC 11 . 
The two congruent right triangles 22CIM  and 222 TMC . 
The four congruent right triangles MIMIMMMMT 2111 ,,  and 22TMM . 
The two congruent right triangles MTC 11 and 1MIC  
The two congruent right triangles MTC 22 and 2MIC  
The right triangle IMC1  
The right triangle IMC2  
The right triangle 21MCC  
The right triangle 21ITT  
The right triangle KTC 22  
The right triangle KTC 11  
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3. Immediate geometric observations  
 
Looking at Figure 1, we see that the geometry involved is pretty obvious and easy. First consider the 
various angels. We have, 
 




222222211111
222221111111
CITITCMTCIMCIMTIMTMICMCTAnd
TMCMICIMTMITMICMCTICTITC
 
 
And with 
90 . Also, the lines MI  and 21CC  are perpendicular. Likewise, the lines 
MC1 and 2MC are perpendicular; and so are the lines IT1  and 2IT ; and the lines 1MC and IT1 are 
perpendicular as well. And both lines 11CT and 22CT are perpendicular to the line 21TT . 
 
 
4. Length Computations  
 
In this section we compute the side lengths of the 16 right triangles (listed in Section 2), in terms of 
the radii 1R and 2R . 
The key calculations are those of the lengths 
 
.,,,, 2211221121 xMCandxMCaITaITTT   
 
The rest of the lengths follow easily from these five lengths.  
 
Let F be the foot of the perpendicular  
from the point 2C to the line segment    
11TC  (Figure 2) Then , 
21
221
1111
RR
TCR
FTTCFC



 
 
 
 
        Figure 2 
 
And from the right triangle 21FCC  we have, 
 
     
    virtuebyandTTFC
FCFCCC
;
2
21
2
1
2
2
2
1
2
21


  
of 2121 RRCC   and 211 RRFC   we obtain,  
1T  
2T  
1C  2C  
F  
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     
  ,;4
;
21
2
21
2
21
2
21
2
21
lyequivalentorRRTT
RRRRTT


 
 
2121 2 RRTT        (1) 
 
From the right triangle IMC1  we get  
     
;
)1(;
2
,
2
TIM
since;
21
2
1
2
1
2
212
1
2
1
21
21
22
1
2
1
RRRx
byand
TT
Rx
obtainwe
TT
MTM
andIMICMC










 
 
  21111 RRRMCx      (2a) 
 
Working similarly, from the right triangle IMC2 we get 
 
  21222 RRRMCx      (2b) 
 
Next, from the right triangles IMC 11  and IMC 22  
we get  






2
,,
2
,since 222222
1
11111
a
MTIMITa
a
MTIMITa , 
1
1
1
2
1
1
2
sin
1
R
a
RIC
IM a
  and 
2
2
2
2
2
sin
R
a
IC
IM
   
So that,  
1
1
2
sin
R
a
  and 
2
2
2
sin
R
a
    (3) 
However ,
90  and so  cossin   and  sincos  . 
Therefore from the identity 1cossin 22    and (3) we obtain 
 
 
2
2
2
1
2
2
2
1
2
1
2
2 4 RRaRaR      (4) 
 
Moreover from the right triangle 21ITT  we have, 
       ;221
2
2
2
1 TTITIT  and by (1)  
  21
2
2
2
1 4 RRaa      (5) 
 
 
By solving the linear system of equations (4) and (5) in 
2
1a and 
2
2a (may use Kramer’s Rule). 
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We further obtain 
 
 
 
Likewise,  
21
1
2
22
2
4
RR
RR
a

  
Hence 
21
2
111 2
RR
R
RaIT


 
(6a) 
        
21
1
222 2
RR
R
RaIT

    (6b) 
 
And  
21
2
1
1
111
2 RR
R
R
a
IMMT

    (6c) 
 
21
1
2
2
222
2 RR
R
R
a
IMMT

    (6d) 
 
Next we compute the height 111 MCh  . From the right triangle IMC 11 we have, 
 
 
     
21
1
11
21
3
1
21
22
1
2
1
2
1
21
22
1
2
1
2
1
2
12
1
2
1
2
11
2
1
;1
;
)6(;
2
;
RR
R
Rh
RR
R
RR
R
Rh
R
RR
R
Rh
abyandR
a
h
ICMCIM



























 
Also  
21
1
1211111111
RR
R
RRRRhxMCMCMM


 . 
Similarly we calculate
 222
MCh 
 
and 222 hxMM   in terms of 1R and 2R , from triangle 
22CIM . 
 
 
 
 
   
   21
2
2
1
2121
212
2
1
2
2
2
1
212
2
12
1
444
RR
RR
RRRR
RRRR
RR
RRRR
a








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Altogether we have 
21
1
1111
RR
R
RMCh

      (7a) 
21
1
1211111 )(
RR
R
RRRRhxMM

   (7b) 
21
2
2222
RR
R
RMCh

      (7c) 
 
21
2
2212222
RR
R
RRRRhxMM

   (7d) 
Furthermore, from the right triangle 21ITT  we have 
2
21
21
TT
MTMTIM  ; any by (1), 
 2121 RRMTMTIM      (8) 
 
Remark: Note that 21 MMIM  and 12 MMIM  , as it can be easily seen from (7b), (7d) , (6c), and 
(6d). This can also be seen from the fact that the quadrilateral 21MMIM is a rectangle. 
 
To finish the length computations; we must compute the lengths KC2 , KC1 , KT2 and KT1 . 
From the similarity of the right triangles KTC 22  and KTC 11   
we obtain 
  ;
)(
1
212
2
2
11
1
22
2
R
RRKC
R
KC
TC
KC
TC
KC 
  and solving for KC2 yields 
  
  
 
21
212
2
RR
RRR
KC


      (9a) 
and thus,  
 
21
21
212
1 RR
RR
RRR
KC 


  
or equivalently 
 
21
211
1
RR
RRR
KC


    (9b) 
 
We could compute KT2 from the right triangles KTC 22  or alternatively, by using the similarity of 
the triangles KTC 22 and KTC 11 once more: 
 
 
1
212
2
2
R
TTKT
R
KT 
 ; and by (1) 
we obtain, after solving for KT2 , 
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21
212
2
2
RR
RRR
KT

     (9c) 
and thus, 21
21
212
1 2
2
RR
RR
RRR
KT 

  
 
or equivalently, 
21
211
1
2
RR
RRR
KT

    (9d) 
 
5. Three results from number theory  
The parametric formulas listed below in Results 1, describe the entire family of Pythagorean triples. A 
wealth of historical information on Pythagorean triangles can be found in references [1] and [2]. 
 
Result 1 : A triple  cba ,, of positive integers cba ,, , is a Pythagorean one with hypotenuse length 
c (i.e. 222 cba  ) if , and only if ( a and b may be switched),  
     2222 ,2, nmkcmnkbnmka  , for some positive integers nmk ,,  such that m and 
n are relatively prime, nm  , and nm, have different parities (i.e. one of them is even, the other 
odd) When 1k , the Pythagorean triple is called primitive. Also, note that 
),gcd(),gcd(),gcd( cbcabak   
 
The following result is well known and it can easily be found in number theory books; for example, 
see [2].  
Result 2: Suppose that ba, are relatively prime positive integers such that 2cab  , where c is a 
natural number. Then 
2
1ca   and 
2
2cb  , where 1c , 2c  are relatively prime integers such that 
ccc 21 . 
Result 3: Suppose that a and b are positive integers such that 2cab  , for some natural number c . 
Then, 
2
1ra  and 
2
2rb  , for some positive integers 21,, rr ; such that 1r and 2r are relatively 
prime and crr 21 . 
Proof : Suppose that 
2cab  . Let  be the greatest common of a and b ;  ba,gcd  . Then 
1ca  , 2cb  , for relatively prime positive integers 1c and 2c . We obtain
2
21
2 ccc  . Since 
2 is a divisor of 2c , it follows that  is a divisor of c ( more generally if n is a divisor of nc ; then 
 must be a divisor of c - this is typically an exercise in a elementary number theory course). 
Put 3cc  . We have, 
2
321
2
3
2
21
2 ; cccccc   since   1,gcd 21 cc , it follows from Result 2, that 
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2
11 rc  and 
2
22 rc  . And so, 
2
3
2
2
2
1 crr  ; 321 crr  .Altogether we have 
2
1ra  , 
2
2rb  , and 
21rrc  , and with 1r and 2r being relatively prime  
Before we proceed further, note that by inspection we see from Figure 1 and because of the rectangle 
21MMIM that 
.
2
,
2
,,
,,,)4(;
22
2
222
1
11112222
2211111
1
22
2
11
a
MTIM
a
IMMTITaMCh
MCxMChMCxSectionfromwhere
a
hxand
a
hx


 
6. The integrality of the lengths 2121 ,, xxTT ; and the rationality of the lengths 
211121 ,,,, hhxhaa  and 22 hx   
 
When 1R and 2R are integers, it is clear from (1) that 21TT will be an integer precisely when the 
product 21RR   is a perfect or integer square. Otherwise the length 21TT will be an irrational number. 
By Result 3, 21RR will be an integer square if, and only if , 
2
11 rR   and 
2
22 rR  , where 21,, rr  
are natural numbers with 1r and 2r being relatively prime. Now, if in addition to “the length 21TT being 
an integer; we also require” the lengths 1x and 2x to be integers; it becomes apparent form formulas 
(2a) and (2b) , that since 
2
11 rR  and 
2
22 rR  ; 1x and 2x will be integers if, and only if, 
2
3
2
2
2
1 rrr  , for some natural number 3r . In other words, precisely when  321 ,, rrr is a primitive 
Pythagorean triple . 
Summary 
When the two radii 1R and 2R are integers, then the three lengths 21TT , 21 , xx , will be integers if, and 
only if, 
2
11 rR  ,
2
22 rR  , where 21,, rr are positive integers such that 1r and 2r are relatively 
prime and 
2
3
2
2
2
1 rrr  , for some positive integer 3r . Then  321 ,, rrr is a primitive Pythagorean 
triple and so, by Result 1, 
Either 
22
1 nmr  and mnr 22  ; or alternatively mnr 21   and 
22
2 nmr   
And in either case, 
22
3 nmr  ; where nm, are relatively prime natural numbers such that 
nm  and  2mod1 nm (i.e. one of nm, is even, the other odd) And with 21 rr  , since 
21 RR   
 
Obviously, by (8) and (10), the lengths 21 MTMTIM   are also integers. Furthermore, by (10), 
(6a)-(6d), (7a)-(7d), and (9a)-(9d), the ten lengths, 
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KTandKTKCKChxhhxhaa 211222211121 ,,,,,,,,  ; are rational numbers. Next, we calculate 
the above lengths in terms of the integers 21,, rr and 3r . The computations are straightforward. One 
simply uses (10) in conjunction with (6a)-(6d), (7a)-(7d), (8) and (9a)-(9d) in order to obtain the 
following: 
2121 2 rrTT        (11a) 
311 rrx        (11b) 
322 rrx        (11c) 
3
2
12
1
2
r
rr
a

       (11d) 
3
2
21
2
2
r
rr
a

       (11e) 
3
3
1
1
r
r
h

       (11f) 
3
3
2
2
r
r
h

       (11g) 
 
3
2
21
11
2
3
2
21
3
2
1
2
31
3
3
1
3111 ;
2
r
rr
hx
a
r
rr
r
rrr
r
r
rrhx







 (11h) 
Similarly, 
3
2
12
22
r
rr
hx

     (11i) 
2121 rrMTMTIM      (11j) 
2
2
2
1
2
3
2
2
2
rr
rr
KC



     (11k) 
2
2
2
1
1
3
2
2
2
rr
rr
KT



     (11l) 
2
2
2
1
2
3
2
1
1
rr
rr
KC



     (11m) 
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2
2
2
1
2
3
1
1
2
rr
rr
KT



      (11n) 
Now, since  321 ,, rrr is a primitive Pythagorean triple; the three integers 321 ,, rrr are pairwise 
relatively prime; 3r is odd and one of 21 , rr is odd, the other even; and therefore 
2
2
2
1 rr  is also odd. 
The following coprimeness conditions follow readily (from (10) ) ( may also use 
2
2
2
1
2
3 rrr  ): 
In (11d) ,   12,gcd 2123 rrr  
In (11e),    12,gcd 2213 rrr  
In (11f),    1,gcd 313 rr  
In(11g),   1,gcd 323 rr  
In(11h),   1,gcd 2213 rrr  
In (11i),    1,gcd 2123 rrr      (12) 
In (11k) ,   1,gcd 23222221  rrrr   
In (11l),    12,gcd 1322221  rrrr  
In (11m),   1,gcd 23212221  rrrr  
In (11n),   12,gcd 2312221  rrrr  
 
A fundamental result in number theory is Euclid’s Lemma, which says that if an integer a divides the 
product bc and a is relatively prime to b , then a must be a divisor of the integer c . Applying 
Euclid’s Lemma to the formulas in (11d)-(11i) and (11k)-(11n) and in conjunction with the 
coprimeness conditions (12) the following becomes clear: 
In order that the lengths 112222112121 ,,,,,,,,, KTKCKTKChxhxhhaa  ; be integers as well, 
it is necessary and sufficient that the integer  be divisible by both 3r and 
2
2
2
1 rr  ; i.e.  must be 
divisible by the least common multible of 3r and 
2
2
2
1 rr  . The least common multiple 
of 3r and
2
2
2
1 rr  is their product    22213 rrr  , in virtue of the fact that   1,gcd 22213  rrr . 
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Then we must have, 
 
 
 
integer
,
)(
2
2
2
1
2
23
2
22
2
2
2
1
2
13
2
11
2
2
2
13
positiveaistwhere
rrrtrrRand
rrrtrrRradiiand
rrrt






  (13) 
 
Consequently, from (11a)-(11n) and (13) we obtain the following length formulas: 
 222132121 2 rrrrtrTT      (14a) 
 22212311 rrrtrx       (14b) 
 22212322 rrrtrx       (14c) 
 22212121 2 rrrtra       (14d) 
 22212212 2 rrrtra       (14e) 
 2221311 rrtrh       (14f) 
 2221322 rrtrh       (14g) 
 222122111 rrrtrhx      (14h) 
 222121222 rrrtrhx      (14i) 
 222132121 rrrrtrMTMTIM     (14j) 
3
3
2
22 rtrKC        (14k) 
3
2312 2 rrtrKT        (14l) 
3
3
2
11 rtrKC        (14m) 
3
1321 2 rrtrKT        (14n) 
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7. The sixteen Pythagorean triangles  
Below we list the sixteen Pythagorean triangles obtained when all the lengths 
KTKTKCKCMTMTIMhxhxhhaaxxTT 211221221121212121 ,,,,,,,,,,,,,   are 
integers. These lengths are calculated in terms of the integers 321 ,,, rrrt as expressed in the formulas 
(14a)-(14n). 
These 16 Pythagorean triangles are: 
1) The two congruent Pythagorean triangles 111 MTC and IMC 11 . They have hypotenuse length 
1111 RTCIC  , and leg lengths 111 hMC  and 
2
1
111
a
IMMT  . 
2) The two congruent Pythagorean triangles 222 MTC and IMC 22 . They have hypotenuse 
length 2222 RTCIC  , and leg lengths 222 hMC   and 
2
2
222
a
IMMT  . 
3) The four congruent Pythagorean triangles 222111 ,,, TMMandMIMIMMMMT . 
The have hypotenuse length 
2
21
21
TT
MTIMMT  ; and leg lengths 
22
1
2111
2
ax
a
MMIMMT   
and also 11
2
2221
2
ax
a
MTIMMM   
4) The two congruent Pythagorean triangles MTC 11 and IMC1 . They have hypotenuse length 
11 aMC  and leg lengths 1111 RICTC  and 
2
21
1
TT
IMMT  . 
5) The two congruent Pythagorean triangles MTC 22 and IMC2 . They have hypotenuse length 
22 aMC   and leg lengths 2222 RICTC  and 
2
21
2
TT
IMMT  . 
6) The Pythagorean triangle 21MCC . It has hypotenuse length 2121 RRCC  , and leg lengths 
11 xMC  and 22 xMC  . 
7) The Pythagorean triangle 21ITT . It has hypotenuse length 21TT and leg lengths 11 aIT  and 
22 aIT  . 
8) The Pythagorean triangle KTC 22 . It has hypotenuse length KC2 and leg lengths 222 RTC  and 
KT2 . 
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9) The Pythagorean triangle KTC 11 . It has hypotenuse length KC1 and leg lengths 111 RTC  and 
KT1 . 
 
8.  A numerical example  
The first primitive Pythagorean triple  321 ,, rrr with 21 rr  , is    5,3,4,, 321 rrr . We take 
1t , and we apply formulas (13) and (14a)-(14n); in order to compute the numerical values of the 
various lengths. Specifically: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
19204532
200054
3603542
112553
420753434534
3367433443
2527343434
18973343
44874344
504734234342
672743234432
5257533453
7007543454
84075342345342
3157953435
56071653445
3
1
32
1
3
2
32
2
22
21
2222
22
2222
11
3223
2
3223
1
2222
2
2222
1
2222
2
2222
1
22
21
222
2
222
1
















KT
KC
KT
KC
MTMTIM
hx
hx
h
h
a
a
x
x
TT
R
R
 
9.  The irrationality of the diagonal lengths 211 TCd  and 122 TCd   
There are two right triangles in Figure 1, that we have not mentioned thusfar. These are the triangles 
211 TTC  and 122 TTC . As we have seen insofar, under the conditions (10) and (13); and the resulting 
formulas (14a)-(14n); sixteen Pythagorean triangles, listed in Section 7, are formed in Figure 1. The 
triangles 211 TTC and 122 TTC have integral leg lengths; these being 21111 , TTRTC  , and 222 RTC  . 
However, as we will see below, the two hypotenuse lengths 211 TCd   and 122 TCd  , are both 
irrational numbers (quadratic irrationals). Let us see why. 
We have,  221
2
1
2
1 TTRd  ; and by(10) and (11a) we obtain  
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 
 
2
2
2
111
2
2
2
1
2
1
22
1
2
2
2
1
4
1
22
1
4
;4
;4
rrrd
rrrd
rrrd






   (15a) 
And similarly, 
2
2
2
122 4 rrrd      (15b) 
 
We point out that we do not need to make use of the special form that the integer  has under (13). In 
other words, we will prove that both 1d and 2d are irrational under (10); and so when only the lengths 
2121 ,, xxTT and MTMTIM 21  are integral for sure the rest of the lengths are rational, generally 
speaking, according to (11a)-(11n); the two lengths 1d and 2d must be irrational numbers. Indeed, 
consider (15a) and (10). We know that either 
22
1 nmr  and mnr 22  or vice-versa. Clearly 
1d will be either an integer or an irrational number, depending on whether 
2
2
2
1 4rr  is an integer 
square or not. We have, 
   
42242
2
2
1
22222
2
2
1
144
;244
nnmmrr
mnnmrr


 
Recall from (10) that m and n are relatively prime integers, one being even, the other odd. Can it be, 
24224 14 lnnmm  , for some positive integer l ? 
The answer is no. In reference [1], Euler is mentioned as having proved that the diophantine equation 
24224 14 zyyxx  , with   1,gcd yx can only have positive integer solutions when both 
x and y are odd. 
In reference [3], a proof can be found of the fact that the diophantine equation 
24224 14 zyyxx  has no solutions in positive integers zyx ,, such that   1,gcd yx and 
 2mod1 yx (i.e. one of yx, is odd, the other even).Next, suppose that mnr 21  and 
22
2 nmr  We have      4224
22222
2
2
1 4424 nnmmnmmnrr  . Therefore , 
2
2
2
1 4rr  will be a perfect square, precisely when 
4224 nnmm   is a perfect square; which is 
impossible since the diophantine equation 
24224 zyyxx  has a unique solution in positive 
integers zyx ,, such that   1,gcd yx . That solution is 1 zyx (recall that m and n above 
have different parities). A proof of this result can be found in [2]. For the original paper that 
established the said result, refer to [2]. It is obvious from (15b), that the irrationality of 2d is 
established in an identical manner.  
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